It is now well known that vertebrates use multiple types of core promoter to accomplish differentiated tasks in Pol II-dependent transcription. Several transcriptional characteristics are known to be associated with core types, including distribution patterns of transcription start sites (TSSs) and selection between tissue-specific and constitutive expression profiles. However, their relationship to gene structure is poorly understood. In this report, we carried a comparative analysis of three Arabidopsis core types, TATA, GA, and Coreless, with regard to gene structure. Our genome-wide investigation was based on the peak TSS positions in promoters that had been identified in a large-scale experimental analysis. This analysis revealed that the types of core promoter are related with the room for promoters that is measured as the distance from the TSS to the end of the upstream gene, the distance from the TSS to the start position of the coding sequence (CDS), and the number and species of the cis-regulatory elements. Of these, it was found that the distance from the TSS to the CDS has a tight, inverse correlation to the expression level, and thus the observed relationship to the core type appears to be indirect. However, promoter length and preference of cis-elements are thought to be a direct reflection of core type-specific transcriptional initiation mechanisms.
Introduction
Pol II-dependent promoters of vertebrates are divided into two major groups: the TATA and CpG types. The former has sharp and peaky transcription start site (TSS) clusters with the peak TSS at a strict distance from the TATA box, and, in contrast, the latter has broad TSS clusters. 1, 2 The core type also affects the expression profile: the TATA and CpG types tend to show tissue-specific and constitutive expression profiles, respectively. 3 In addition, the type of promoters has been reported to alter sequence diversity at the promoter region. 4 Recent studies of the human genome have revealed that genes with TATA-type promoters have more compact gene structures than the ones with TATA-less promoters with respect to exon number, intron length, and mRNA length. 5 These reports show that the core promoter type can influence not only transcriptional characteristics but also mutation rate and gene structure. With regard to the organization of transcriptional regulatory elements, analysis of the human genome has revealed that distinct elements preferentially localize far upstream, at the promoter region, at the first intron, and at the 3 0 region of genes. 6 However, their relationship to core type is still poorly understood.
Looking at non-vertebrate promoters, a recent analysis of Drosophila melanogaster found both sharp and broad TSS clusters as in the case of mammalian ones, while Drosophila does have the TATA type but not the CpG type. 7 These findings suggest that broad TSS clusters are not necessarily associated with the CpG type promoters in non-vertebrates. However, association of the broad type promoter with constitutive expression is conserved in Drosophila as well. 7 The TATA box was found in plant promoters decades ago and has been thought to drive almost all plant promoters. 8 Identification of a TATA-less promoter from tobacco 9, 10 suggested heterogeneity of plant core promoters, but it has only been recently that other core elements have been identified in plants. 11, 12 It is now known that TATA-type promoters account for only 20-30% of plant promoters 12, 13 as is the case in mammalian promoters. 14 Recent studies on plant core promoters have revealed that higher plants do not have the CpG type, 11 supporting the idea of vertebrate-specific possession of this type of promoter. 15 Instead, a plantspecific core, the GA type, has been identified by a bioinformatics approach called LDSS analysis. 11, 12 Genome-wide quantitative TSS analysis of Arabidopsis has revealed that the sharp cluster shape of the TATA type is conserved between mammals and plants, and the broad clusters of CpG type in mammalian genomes are found in the GA type of Arabidopsis. 12 In this report, we characterize three Arabidopsis core types, TATA, GA, and Coreless, with regard to their expression profiles and also their gene structure including promoter length and the distance from the TSS to the coding sequence (CDS). Results indicate that the core type does affect the gene structure as well as the expression profile. Furthermore, a new finding is that there is selective utilization of transcriptional regulatory elements in relation to the core type.
Materials and methods
All the bioinformatics analysis was done using homemade Perl scripts and Excel (Microsoft Japan, Tokyo). A total of 10 285 promoters that have quantitative TSS information in Arabidopsis thaliana (Col) were prepared in our previous study. 12 The TSS information is supported by 158 237 TSS tags containing the Cap Signature from a single library, determined by the Cap Trapper-Massively Parallel Short Sequencing (CT-MPSS) methodology. For the rice analysis, 11 509 promoters for which there was fulllength cDNA information were used. 11 Promoter length was determined as the distance from the peak TSS of the promoter in question to the end of the gene model that locates upstream of the promoter. Versions used for the genome annotation are TAIR8 for Arabidopsis and RAP2 for rice. Nested genes were excluded from the measurements.
TSS information and core type
The position of the peak TSS for each TSS cluster identified by CT-MPSS analysis, the expression level and peak ratio of each TSS cluster, the core promoter type of each promoter, and the sequences of the Regulatory Element Groups (REGs) were determined in our previous reports. 11, 12, 16 'Coreless' promoters were defined in a previous report 12 as the ones that do not have any TATA, Y Patch, GA, or CA elements at the expected positions. Otherwise mentioned, statistical examination of multiple populations was carried out by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey -Kramer's test after log transformation of length. P-values of ,0.05 under the assumption of non-biased distributions were considered as significant.
Utilization of microarray data
Accessions of microarray data used in Fig. 5 18 Genes that showed no expression (A/ M Flags in the GeneChip data) were excluded from the analysis. Genes that did not have any TSS information were also excluded from the analysis.
Predicted transcriptional regulatory elements shown in Tables 1 and 3 (high RARf octamers) were determined based on microarray data. 21 Analyses shown in Fig. 5A and B were achieved by scanning promoter ratios with bins of 51 (thin line) and 201 (thick line) promoters for average after sorting them according to their responses to ABA or wounding.
Results

Promoter length
First, we analysed the relationship between core promoter type and the distance from the most 12 were subjected to the analysis. The distance from the peak TSS to the end of the upstream gene model was measured for each gene, and the distribution of the length between the core types was determined. End of upstream gene model is the closer point of either start or endpoint of the transcribed region of the gene. As the distance varied considerably depending on the direction of the upstream gene, we analysed two situations as shown in Fig. 1A , head-to-head and tail-to-head cases. In general, the tail-to-head pattern had shorter length, and median values for head-to-head and tail-tohead were 1.30 and 0.85 kb, respectively (Fig. 1B) . Statistical analysis revealed that these two populations are significantly different (P ¼ 2e211 in the TukeyKramer's test). The left graph of Fig. 1A (HEAD to HEAD) shows that the Coreless type, that is defined as a promoter group not containing either TATA, Y Patch, GA, or CA elements, 12 is more abundant in the fractions of shorter length (1 -1000 bp) than the average ('All' in the graph), while the TATA type is more abundant in the fractions of longer length (2001 to over 5000 bp). The same tendency is observed in the tail-to-head pattern as shown in the right graph. These inclinations are reflected in the median values for each promoter type (Fig. 1B) , demonstrating a shorter length for the Coreless types and a longer one for the TATA type. The GA type showed a similar length to 'All'.
The Arabidopsis genome is tightly packed with an average gene length of 4.5 kb. 22 Therefore, it was expected that there has been strong pressure towards shorter promoter lengths in the Arabidopsis genome, which provides an ideal situation to measure the required promoter length. The average gene length of the rice genome is 10 kb, 23 and thus, in this case, less stringency for promoter length was expected. Although rice promoters showed the same tendencies as the Arabidopsis promoters, difference in the distance according to the core types was not statistically significant in the rice genome (Fig. 2) .
We previously confirmed in Arabidopsis a positive correlation between the TATA ratio and the expression level, as is the case in the mammalian TATA type. 12 In this report, we analysed the relationship of the ratio of the Coreless promoters to the expression level, which is measured by counts of TSS tags in a library (tpm, tag per million). In this case, there was a negative correlation in contrast to the TATA ratio (Fig. 3A) . These observations suggest the possibility that the different promoter lengths, according to the core type, are correlated with their expression level. We therefore directly compared promoter length with expression level (Fig. 3B ) regardless of the core type, but as shown in the figure, no correlation was found. Thus, we concluded that the observed difference in promoter length between the core types is not an indirect result of expression level but a characteristic of the core type itself.
Distance from TSS to CDS
Another parameter of gene structure that is related to transcription is the distance from the peak TSS to the CDS. This distance represents the length of 5 0 UTR when there is no intron in the region. We analysed the relationship of the core types to this length. As shown in Fig. 4A , the TATA type has a shorter distance while that of the Coreless type is longer. The former has a narrow and sharp TSS cluster 12 that might shorten the distance from the TSS to the CDS in comparison to a broad TSS cluster. Another possibility is that this results from a direct relationship with expression level. These two possibilities were then investigated. Figure 4B and C shows the relationship between the distance to the CDS with the shape of the TSS cluster (grey graph on the left) and with the expression level (black graph on the right). The results show that this distance does not have any relationship with the shape of the TSS cluster but clear correlation with the expression level. Statistical analysis revealed that the latter correlation is significant.
We then analysed the relationship between the core types, distance to the CDS, and expression level ( Fig. 4A and D) . As expected, the figure revealed a clear mirror image between Fig. 4A and D, indicating that difference in the distance among the shown core types can be explained by difference in the expression level of each type. These results reveal that the relationship shown in Fig. 4A is not necessarily direct.
Regulated and constitutive expression
The results in our previous report, which were obtained with the aid of microarray data of light stress, drought stress, and H 2 O 2 responses, suggested that the TATA is rich in stress-responsive promoters while the GA and Coreless types are rich in constitutive ones. 12 Here, we extend the analysis with various other microarray data including those of several plant hormone and stress responses. Figure 5A shows the promoter ratio of TATA, GA, and Coreless types with regard to response to ABA. A clear
valley-shape distribution in the top graph indicates there is an enrichment of the TATA type among ABAresponsive promoters, including both positive and negative responses. While the TATA ratio of the noresponse promoters (response to ABA is 1.0) is 0.195, the ratio increases to 0.484 and 0.508 where the response to ABA is 0.40 and 5.13 (ends of the thick lines in the graph), respectively, demonstrating a 2.5 -2.6 fold increase in the TATA ratio. The middle graph of Fig. 5A shows the GA ratio, and this does not show any clear tendency. The bottom graph for the Coreless ratio shows a hill-shape distribution, meaning enrichment of the Coreless promoters at the no-response group to ABA.
Figure 5B shows results of the same analysis but with the wound response, and the same tendency is observed. The TATA and Coreless ratios were calculated for promoters that respond to various stresses and phytohormones ( Fig. 5C and D, genes with .3.0-and ,0.33-fold responses were selected as responsive genes), including wounding, high-light stress (HL), drought, cold, pathogen infection (P. syringe pv tomato DC3000), ABA, cytokinin (CK), auxin, jasmonic acid (JA), SA, and hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ). 'All' in Fig. 5C and D means the average of all the Arabidopsis promoters. As shown in the graphs, the TATA ratio of the promoters that have positive and 
REG density
REG is a group of putative position-sensitive cisregulatory elements identified form their distribution profiles in the promoter region. They have been identified as octamer elements that showed preferential appearance in 2400 to 240 bp relative to the peak TSS. Because this group includes many reported cisregulatory elements, we named it as REG. 16 One unique characteristics of REG is no directional preference in the distribution profiles. From the Arabidopsis genome, 308 REGs have been identified. 16 We next analysed the relationship between core type and REG density. Figure 6 shows the number of REGs per 8 bp in a promoter according to the promoter position for each core type. The analysis revealed that the GA and Coreless types have a 2-fold higher REG density than the TATA type. Figure 6 reveals that the GA and Coreless types have more REGs per promoter than the TATA type. One question this raises is whether the core type has any preference for REG species. We extended this question to various types of octamers representing core elements, REGs, and also other types of putative cisregulatory elements extracted using microarray data, called high RARf octamers. This last category has been identified as overrepresented sequences in a promoter set showing transcriptional responses to several phytohormones and some environmental stresses, and includes many sequence motifs that are recognized by DNA-binding proteins. 21 For each octamer category, appearance rates were compared between the total promoters in the genome and sets of promoters belonging to the individual core types. The probability of the observed difference under the assumption of random distribution was calculated regardless of the degree of difference in the appearance rates, and the number of octamers that showed P , 0.05 were counted. The identified octamers are thus preferentially found in promoters of a specific core type. Table 1 shows the summary of the analysis. We have reported that TATA and GA elements have a mutually exclusive relationship in the Arabidopsis genome. 12 This tendency is confirmed in the table: the TATAtype promoters have GA octamers that have significantly decreased appearance rates (Core: TATA Octamer: GA, 15 decreased octamers) where as no GA octamers were found for increased appearance rates (0 increased octamers), and vice versa (Core: GA Octamer: TATA, 3 decreased and 0 increased octamers).
Preferred and avoided sequences for each core type
Looking at the cis-related octamers (REG and high RARf ), the table shows that there are preferred and avoided sequences for each core type. Consistent with the REG density analysis (Fig. 6) , decreased REGs are found more in the TATA type than the increased ones (118 vs. 9) while the GA and Coreless types show the opposite tendency (20 vs. 5 for GA, and 14 vs. 9 for Coreless, respectively). In the case of the high RARf octamers, the number of preferred and avoided sequences is equal for each core type (196 vs. 184, 73 vs. 105, and 177 vs. 102 for TATA, GA, and Coreless, respectively).
The analysis shown in Table 1 identified high RARf sequences with biased appearance rates according to the core type. We then investigated whether these putative transcriptional regulatory elements have any specificity to core type. Results of REGs and Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. These results suggest the presence of core type-specific cis-regulatory elements whose function is dependent on the core type. Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the Arabidopsis core types. The TATA type is rich in promoters with regulated expression profiles, while the Coreless type is rich in constitutive promoters. The GA type was also suggested to be constitutive, 12 but further analyses shown in Fig. 5 could not confirm this suggestion. Considering the other characteristics shown in the table, a clear contrast is found between the TATA and the Coreless types. The Coreless type has no recognizable core elements, but still functions as a genic promoter with constitutive expression. One of the essential questions about this promoter type is how the position and direction of transcriptional initiation is determined. These results do not offer an answer, but the presence of unique and abundant cis-elements, revealed by Fig. 6 , Tables 2 and 3 , might play a role, at least in determining the position. Another possibility for transcriptional initiation in the Coreless type is guidance by the open nucleosomal status. Because it can be made by nucleotide sequences much longer than 10 bp, this idea is not contradictory to the absence of any core elements in the Coreless type.
Discussion
The TATA type has characteristics of regulated gene expression. At the same time, Fig. 6 reveals that REG density of the promoter group is less than average. Currently, we do not have additional data explaining this apparent discrepancy. One possible explanation is that REG functions not only for transcriptional regulation but also for constitutive expression. Further studies would be necessary to understand this discrepancy. The numbers of high RARf-octamers ( putative transcriptional regulatory sequences) that are biased in each promoter type are shown. LDSS-positive core-related octamers are removed. The number of REGs ( putative transcriptional regulatory sequences) that are biased in each promoter type is shown. . Core-related elements judged by LDSS analysis, including weak TATA elements and unidentified elements that show localized distribution (P , 0.05 under assumption of random distribution) with a peak position between 250 and þ50 relative to the peak TSS, were removed from High RARf. The remaining sequences include some of the REGs, weak REG-like sequences (P , 0.05, peak position between 2200 and 240) that had not been identified in our previous report, 16 and position-independent putative regulatory elements.
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Core Promoter and Gene Structure in Arabidopsis [Vol. 18, Analysis of light activation of the TATA-less psaDb promoter has been suggested compatibility between the core type and some regulatory elements. 10 While there is no clear evidence to support this hypothesis, the proposed model can be extended as a generalized question: do different core types require distinct sets of regulatory elements? Our analysis as shown in Tables 2 and 3 detected groups of putative regulatory elements that are preferentially used by specific core types. The presence of specific regulatory elements is not very surprising if we assume different transcriptional initiation mechanisms according to core types.
In spite of finding of specific regulatory elements, the majority of the examined elements do not show preference to specific core types (Table 1 ). This would imply that mechanisms for transcriptional initiation largely overlap among the three core types.
In this report, a close, negative relationship has been revealed between the distance from the TSS to the CDS and the expression level. There are at least three possible explanations of this relationship: transcriptional activation by closer CDSs, post-transcriptional mRNA stabilization by shorter 5 0 UTRs, and an indirect relationship between two parameters with no functional relationship at all. The second possibility is unlikely because mRNA accumulation is thought to be determined primarily at the transcriptional level for nuclear-encoded genes. In order to assess the third possibility, we examined translational efficiency according to the distance from the TSS to the CDS on the assumption that genes requiring high expression would have high mRNA accumulation and high translation efficiency without any functional relationship between these two phenomena, and the latter correlates with a short distance from the TSS to the CDS. However, preliminary analysis of the translational efficiency with the aid of the ribosome-loading ratio 24 did not show any significance in relation to the distance from the TSS to the CDS (data not shown). The lack of positive evidence for any of these three possibilities means that further study is required to reveal the explanation.
The suggested longer promoter length of the TATA type implies that the requirement for promoter length is more stringent for this promoter type. These different requirements of the core types would reflect different mechanisms of transcriptional initiation. Requirement of the differential promoter length between the TATA and the Coreless types is clear in the compact Arabidopsis genome (gene density: 4.9 kb/gene) and, although less obvious, it is still detectable in the rice genome (10.4 kb/gene). However, in large genomes, like the maize and human ones (both 100 kb/gene), detection of promoter length would be difficult. Hence, use of the Arabidopsis genome is advantageous when analysing promoter length requirements.
This report confirmed that individual core promoter types have distinct functional aspects in plants as well (Fig. 5) , indicating differentiation of their biological roles. The TATA type is ubiquitously found in eukaryotes from yeast to human and rice, and their characteristics, that is regulated and high expression profiles and sharp shape of TSS clusters, are well conserved between plants and mammals, suggesting that it is essential for eukaryotes.
In addition to the TATA type, detection of the second type in both plants and vertebrates may suggest that there are some biological situations where the TATA type is inappropriate, that promote emergence of the second type of promoters. Current knowledge, including finding of this article, suggests that the TATA type is not good at performing low or constitutive expression patterns. 3, 12 This idea of the TATA type as a specialist, not an all-round player, is supported by the presence of some putative regulatory elements that tend to be avoided for the TATA type (Table 2 and 3), and a low ratio of the TATA type (10-30%) of promoters in an eukaryotic genome. 12 -14 Further comparison of various eukaryotic promoters would help understanding necessity of heterogeneity of core promoters in an eukaryotic genome.
Conclusion
Our genome-wide analysis has revealed that the core promoter type is related to gene structure, including room for promoters in the genome, the distance from the TSS to the CDS, and the number and species of the cis-regulatory elements. Although the relationship between the distance from the TSS to the CDS and the core type appears to be indirect, promoter length and the preference for cis-elements are suggested to reflect the respective transcriptional initiation mechanisms of the core type.
